
English 
Our class text is ‘The Bear and the Piano’.  We will be writing 

stories about our own adventures, whilst imagining that we are 

famous for our talents. 

We will focus on complex and compound sentences, with the 

correct punctuation for commands, statements, exclamations 

and questions so please do focus on this in your reading book 

too. 

The 100 high frequency words are a high priority for us.  We 

will also be reading and writing words with prefixes and 

suffixes.  We need to understand how to make words plural and 

how to change them from past tense to present tense.  

Compound words and homophones are still a focus too.  Please 

take the time to look at the assessment sheet in your child’s 

English book to see which elements still need to work their way 

into their writing. 

History 
Our reading comprehension 

will be about researching 

famous people. 

We will look at inventors, 

artists, sporting people.  

We will try to get a balance 

of National and 

international people and 

look at local people as well 

as non- European people. 

Some of the famous people 

that we will look at are: 

Alexander Graham Bell, 

Florence Nightingale, Helen 

Keller, Ada Lovelace and 

Elli Simmons 

Computing 
We will be communication our ideas using 

the i-pads this term.  We will be drawing, 

adding text and recording our voice.  This 

will link to the childrens own research 

about famous people.  We will also use the 

beebots for directions in Maths. 

RE 

Maths 
We will continue to work on addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division in arithmetic sessions. 

In our maths lessons will continue to look at fractions.  

Then we will look at position & direction, Time, Mass, 

Capacity and Temperature. 

Our homework will focus on maths every other week.  We 

will alternate with writing and English skills this term. 

Who’s Who? 

 

Art 
Following previous work on the proportions 

of the body, we will spend time this term 

looking at the proportions of our faces.  

Look out for our portraits by the end of 

this term. 

We will be exploring our DT skills when 

making Easter cards. 

PE 
This term we have 

invested in some new 

mats and benches, which 

we will be using in 

Gymnastics. 

PHSE 
We will be discussing how to 

keep healthy, being relaxed, 

Medicine safety, Healthy 

eating and keeping clean. 

Science 
We will return to materials 

and investigate how 

materials can be changed 

and which materials are 

best for which job. 

Music 
This term we will be using our class text 

and putting music to the story.  We will be 

building on our knowledge of keeping the 

beat and adding a rhythm.  



We will also do ball skills.  
 


